Universidad de Montevideo (UM) is committed to academic excellence, research, technological innovation and social responsibility. Its main objectives include promoting a strong work ethic and cultivating a desire to serve society. It bases its intellectual endeavours on man's and woman's quest for truth.
Internships

International students can apply for internships at Uruguayan organizations or at the University. An internship abroad is a great opportunity to expand one's global vision and demonstrate adaptability and creativity.

International students can participate in the Service-Learning Seminar, a course that combines class time with an opportunity to serve the Montevideo community.

Programs in English

International Students can choose from all regular courses offered at the University. The School of Business Administration & Economics offers a full complement of business courses each August to December in English. The Law School runs the US Law Program each year. The School of Humanities offers a degree in Translation & Interpretation. More courses in English are available in other disciplines.

Facts & Figures

1st
The UM ranked 1st among Uruguay's private universities by QS World University Ranking.

2nd
UM Law students placed 2nd at the Willem C. Vis Moot competition in Vienna from among 250 world renowned universities.

Top 10
UM Department of Economics ranked top 10 in Latin America according to Tilburg University Worldwide Economics Schools Research Ranking.

1st
UM was the first university in the country to introduce compulsory internships as part of the curriculum.

8 to 1
Average class size is 25 and student professor ratio is 8 to 1.

Universidad de Montevideo was founded in 1986. It was a pioneer in offering Master's Degree Programs in Law in Uruguay. Since then, it has developed a solid national and international reputation based on its rigorous educational programs, renowned faculty, insightful publications and in-depth research projects.

The University offers undergraduate and postgraduate courses within the School of Business Administration and Economics, the School of Communications, the School of Engineering, the School of Law, the School of Humanities, the Business School (IEEM), and the Center for Biomedical Science.

Why Universidad de Montevideo?

Located on the River Plate, Montevideo is one of the best natural ports in South America. Montevideo combines cosmopolitan charm with the pleasant ambience of a city built to a human scale.

Colonía del Sacramento, a UNESCO World Heritage site, and Punta del Este, a famous coastal resort, are only a short drive from Montevideo. The city is a two-hour ferry ride to Buenos Aires.

Uruguay has world class beaches and students can appreciate the gaucho life-style in the countryside.

International Vision

Universidad de Montevideo maintains links with institutions and universities throughout the world.

The Office of International Affairs coordinates successful student exchanges that are flexible depending on the students' interests. Students can study at UM for an academic semester or a year.
Student Life & Academics

International students attend courses together with UM students. This ensures total academic and social immersion. Universidad de Montevideo also provides academic advising to its students, which helps ease their university transition. These relationships deepen bonds of trust between the student and the academic sector and, most importantly, help them become excellent thinkers both as professionals and as human beings.

The Universidad de Montevideo is open to students of any faith. It has requested that the Roman Catholic Prelature of Opus Dei provide appropriate spiritual guidance to those that desire it.

Library

The UM University Library provides the informational resources and services to support teaching, learning and research. The UM has a Research Center with private collections and archives of renowned Latin-American historians.

Sports

At the Universidad de Montevideo, students can participate in different sports and extracurricular activities among members of its community. The sports teams represent the University in both local and international competitions.

The Adventure Club organizes activities aimed at nature and sports enthusiasts. The Uruguayan terrain is ideal for exploration and adventure sports and, on occasion, the University organizes field trips abroad in order to enjoy other natural environments.

"UM Day" brings together the University community for a fun-filled festival with games, music and entertainment. Students, along with teachers and employees, interact in a relaxed environment over refreshments.
Academic Calendar
Semester I  March - July
Semester II  August - December

Application Deadlines
Semester I  November 15
Semester II  May 15

Address:
UM Office of International Affairs
Prudencio de Pena 2544
11.600 Montevideo - URUGUAY

Tel: +598 27074461
Fax: +598 27083842

Email: internacional@um.edu.uy
www.um.edu.uy/internacional